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Utah State Agricultural College
1938 Summer Session
Faunded an March 8, 1888, the Utah State Agricultural Callege is
just completing its Semi-Centennial year Several major programs
have been held during the year in hanar of the .Founders of the Col.
lege and in recagnitian af its fifty years af pragress and development.
The coming Summer Session which begins on Monday June 13
and cantinue.s for six weeks will be the thirty-secand annual sUIDllle;
pragram affered by the Callege. During that periad Summer S essians
at Logan have achieved wide recagnitian because of the deligihtful
enviranment and a quality of teaching which make summer study
prafitable.
Cantinuing the policy af recent years the Callege presents a full
pragram af caurses taught by members af the resident faculty and
by distinguished visitars drawn largely fram the great graduate in·
stitutians of the cauntry The curriculum has been designed primarily
to. meet the needs af present and praspective teachers, but high school
graduates will find the basic freshman caurses offered that will enable
them to. begin their callege wark withaut difficulty. Present college
students can hasten their graduation ar fill gaps in their training by
registering far summer caurses. These caurses are conducted an the
same high schalastic plane as thase given in the winter.
REGISTRATION
Registratian for the Sessian will take place an Monday June 13,
beginning at 8:00 A. M. and continuing to 3:30 P M. No classes ex'
ce pt the Coaching Schaol are scheduled for Monday but Dr Alexander
Meiklejahn will lecture at 11:00 o'clock. Students who fail to complete
registratian on Monday may do so any succeeding afternoon from 1:00
to 5:00 P M . in Raom 192 of the Main Building. Seven and one-half
credits are considered a normal laad. The maximum load for which
students may register without special action of the Attendance and
ScholarshiJp Cammittee is nine credits. If excess credit is granted bY
the Cammittee, a special fee of $1.00 per additional credit will be
charge. A reduction Of one and a half credits per week will be made
in the maximum credits allowed late registrants, as well as those
students who register for less than the six weeks' period. Scheduled
courses, whether regular or intersession, may not be given if less t hJIJI
five students register.
All graduate students who wish to complete requirements for the
Master af Science degree must register with the Committee on Grad.Uate Work. This Committee's office for Monday, June 13, is the RegiS"
trar's Office , thereafter in Widtsae Hall.
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CLASS SCHEDULE
Classes will begin at 7:00 A. M. throughout the Summer Session.
re are four periods during the morning hours 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, and
r:.~ Bells ring on the hour and classes begin ten minutes later that
I .
7:10, 8:10, 9:10, etc. The 11:00 hour is kept open as a lecture
8'r1od and no classes are scheduled a t that time. Afternoon classes
~n on the hour at 1:00 P. M. and continue on the hour to 5:00 P.
)(. Evening lectures will be held at 7:30 P M. unless otherwise specifically announced.

at

GRADUATE WORK
1'0>1' detailed information on graduate work see general catalogue.
Those who expect to register for work leading to this degree should
submit their credits to the Chairman of the Committee on Graduate
Work. Dr Sherwin Maeser several weeks in advance of registra tion and
Indicate the subject in which they wish to major This will make it
possible to have the course of study approved at the time of registration. The registration card must be signed by Dr Maeser For a more
complete statement of requirements for the Master's degree, the
student should consult the general catalogue.
Students in Agriculture wishing to do graduate work during the
summer school may register for the regular summer school work and
be assigned to specific duty with members of the Experiment Station
Stafr who will give them the privilege of doing experimental work
during the summer. Credit will be given for this work toward an
advanced degree. Students who a nticipate taking advantage of thLs
.opportunity will profit by applying early so that the particula r work
In which they are interested may be arranged in connection with the
summer program. Registration for such work must be taken care of
before the end of the Summer Session period.

MAlSTER OF EDUCATION DEGREE

r The Master of Education Degree is offered in five major divisions
o work' Master of Education in Agriculture, Master of Education in
~~ Ec~nomics, Master of Education in Biological Science, Master
~I ucabo.n ~n Physical Science, and Master of Education in Social
enhce. ThIS IS a teaching degree rather than a resear,c h degree and
emp asizes preparation for superior teaching.
"ur The work leading to this diploma aims to serve the following
.. POses:
(a)

PrOvide graduate training in professional education.
Provide a clearer understanding of t h e learner and his needs.
PrOvide a clearer understanding of society and its needs.
(d)
Provide enriched background of subject matter in the field
of the teaching major.

(b)
(c)
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FEES
General tlegistration Fee for Six Weeks ________________________ $20.00
Registration for Three Credits or Less _________ '-________________
8.00
Registration for Three Weeks or Less (Not Exceeding Five Credits, 12.00
Coaching School Fee _____ _______________________________________ 10.00
(Students who pay the regular $20 fee may attend the Coacbing School
without additional charge.)
Listening Course Fee ___________________________________________ _
2.00
Excess Credit (for each credit) _______________________________ _ 1.00
Intersession Fee (five credits) _______________________________ _ 10.00
Laboratory Fee for Mechanic Arts 122 ________________________ _ 10.00
Laboratory Fee for Mechanic Arts 122.A _______________________ _ 10.00

EXPENSES
Board and room accommodations can be obtained near the campus
a t very reasonable cost. Many small apartments are also avail!lible for
the Summer Session. The College maintains a Housing Bureau which
is prepared to aid students in making satisfactory living arrangements.
The new Womens' Residence Hall, just completed during the year,
will be open during the Summer Session. Women students can make
reservations for rooms by addressing the Secretary's Office. A schedule
of Residence Hall rates will be mailed to any prospective student on
r equest;
The cafeteria and' the dairy will be in operation during the Session.

FEATURES
The Summer Session rests basically> on the work CYf the resident
faculty, but each past year several scholars and teachers have been
brought to the campus from tbe great graduate institutions. The dis·
tinguished roll of these remarkable men and women who have spent
one or more summers at the College Summer Session contains the
names of many of t'h e greatest leaders in American education. The
policy is being carried forward as usual this year.
The offering in education is remarkable in every way. All m a jor
members of the ,staff will teach courses and the visitors will include
Dr George Kyte ' of the University of California, Dr Jean Betzner of
Teachers College, Columbia University, President Henry A. D ixon
of Weber College, and Mrs. Em Eccles Jones of Oakland, California.
All of the required courses, for certification are included.
Courses in related departments taught by visiting faculty m enl'
bers and in which school people will be particularly interested, are in
public school music, children's literature, and health education. Professor Hazel G. Kinscella of the University of Nebraska will emphasiZe
music appreciation in her classes. Miss Anne Carroll Moore, librarian
of theOhildren's Department of the New York Public Li'b rary, will
work with Dean N . A. Pedersen of the resident staff in giving tile
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k in children's literature during t he time she is on the campus.
; r Institute in H eaUh Education is especially designed to meet the
edS of '1!he class room t eache r
nee Work iIi political science and' 'economics will be offered · by Dr'
Sh Iden C. Tanner, professor at Pennsylvania State College, and son
f ea, former 'president of the Utah State Agricultural College. He will
~e on the' campus thro~ghout !he Session..
.
Social case work Will receive emphaSIS ,b y the presence of MISS
Bessie McClenahan of the University of Southern California. Her work
will be of particular interest to coordinators and others who are
actually engaged in social work of any kind.
Dr Dorothy Reed Mendenhall of the University of Wisconsin will
offer courses in child development and parental education and will 'a lso
conduct round tables in the discussion of basic family problems in this
field.
For the third successive year, two of Utah's great teachers,
Dr John A. Widtsoe, former President of the Utah State Agricultural
College and of the University of Utah, and Dr . F L. West, present
Commissioner of Education for theL.D.,s. Ohurch, will combine to
give a substantial and ,hi,g hly important course in Character Education,
FIELD COURSE IN N ATUI~AL mSTORY
With the departments of Botany, Geology, and Zoology cooperating, a field course in natura l history, ba sed upon study material available in the Bear River mountains, will be conducted each week-end of
the Summer Session at Tony Grove Camp, twenty-two miles east Of
the College in Logan Canyon. Within a few miles of t!he ' camp some of
the most ,b eautiful scenery in the West is available.
Instruction will consist of talks, demonstrations, and field trips.
The subject matter will ·be largely limited by that which can be seen
in the vicinity! of the ca~p and on the field trips. The geologic processes that h ave shaped and are shaping the landscrupe, .plant associations, animal hrebitats, the ' identification of fo rest trees, common
plants, birds and mammals, rocks and fossils ' will be considered.
Microscopes will be available at the camp .
. Beginning Friday, June 17; at 2:00 P M. at the camp, the course
Will be held each of the succeeding five week-ends of the Summer
SeSSion, one instructional unit being .given Friday afternoon and two
on Saturday Friday evening of each week will be given over to recreational activities under the supervision of the Physical Education
~artment. Short field trips in the vicinity of the camp will be
f' en ' ~n foot. Most of the Saturdays will be occupied with longer
leld. trl:p s by automobile, with short si·de trips on foot. 'Points of
Parbcular interest that will, be 'visited on Saturdays are White Pine
Lake, Mt. Naomi, Franklin Basin" and Bear Lake.
. Professor Eugene H . Roberts, visiting" professor from the Univer·
s~ty of Southern California, will spend at least one week-end of. his
s ay at the camp in charge of the recreational program.
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Miss Lenore Lewis, Dean of Women, will be hostess at the camp
The Staff for instruction in Natural History will consist of D r J'
Stewart Williams, head of Department of Geology at U. S. A. C. fo;
Geology Dr. J. Sedley Stanford for Zoology and Dr Robert S. Snell
for Botany.
The College will furnish beds with matresses; students neeQ
,b ring only! what bedding they desire. Meals and lunches for Satur day
may be obtained at the summer camp of the School of Forestry at the
same nominal rate paid by -the forestry students. Students of the
natural history course may remain in the camp Saturday nights and
Sundays if they! desire.
Students may register for this course in addition to the norma!
load of nine credits without special arrangement. One credit will be
given to those students who attend all the sessions and make t he
necessary written report. The credit will count as residence credit.
Persons not otherwise registered in the sUlIlJIIler session will be
char.g ed a registration fee of $2.00.
Transportation. to and from the camp, and on the field trips m ust
be furnished by the students themselves except that the staff will
attempt to arrange transportation in ·private cars ' for those students
who do not have automobiles.
INSTITUTE IN HYGIENE, HEALTH EDUCATION AND PUBLIC
HEALTH
Major attention is being given to hygiene and public health problems in the 1938 Summer Session. Dr Edna Bailey who directs the
work in health education at the University of California will teach
basic courses in the field for ,three weeks. Headed by Dr. J. L. Jones
members of the State Department of Public Health will support the
program by supervising and teaching courses. Each mem'b er of the
staff will give work in his or her specialty.
Elementary and secondary teachers, physical education directors,
nurses, pa rticularly school nurses, and administrators s.h ould be p artic ularly interested in the program offered.
'
READING AND CONFERENCE COURSES
For many years there has been need of courses in various fields
which would meet the requirements of more or less experienced
teachers wishing to do advanced work in their fields. This summer t he
College offers courses in several departments titled "Reading and
Conference", and these courses should fit the situation.
Students who register for one or more of these courses will be
directed in selected reading in the field of interest ,b y a member of
the staff. There will be frequent conferences and consultations with
the st'a ff member during the Session. Such courses should permit able
teachers and students to advance more rapidly than would be possible
in the more formal courses.
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JNDUISTRIAL EDUCATION
The teachers of industrial a rts in the region will find the most
()lJlplete course offering in this field, both in professional educational
courses and in direct application courses, that has ever been listed in
c College Summer Session. Recent reorganization and remodeling of
~e shops and a considerable increase in the number of resident
faculty members in the various fields, have made this course offering
possible.
Among visiting faculty members who will offer courses are Dr
H. B. Gunderson of the State Department of Education, Professor
Ar~.h1l1· S. Hurrell of Pennsylvania State College, Professor L. A. Stier
of the Frank Wiggins, Trade School in Los Angeles, Vee Winward of
the Salt Lake City school system, Principal G. W Seegmiller of Delta
High School, Asael Fisher of Provo High School, Bryant Higgs of the
Linde Air Products Company, and others.
FORESTRY SUMMER CAMP
The School of Forestry will hold its annual camp in Logan Canyon
again this summer The location will be at the forestry training camp
near Tony Grove ranger station on the Cache National Forest about
twenty-two miles east of the College campus which is within hiking
distance of the school lands. The instruction period will be lengthened
to eight weeks this year, starting with registration at the forestry
building on June 13 and closing on August 6.
This field instruction is required for all graduates in forestry, and
is held as a pre-requisite to junior year technical courses. Special instruction will be offered in forest surveying, forest measurements,
forest ecology range management, and wildlife management under
the superviSion of fue forestry faculty Twelve hours of credit will
be given for the eight weeks of work. Quarters and beds are furnished, but the students will provide their "bedding, personal effects, and
pay for their board. The fees are. tuition, $20, and board, $5 per week.
COACIDNG SCHOOL AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Coach Leonard Allison of the University of California and Coach
St' C. Edmundson of Washington University will be the chief teachers
a ~e twelfth annual Coaching School sponsored by tlhe Summer
SessIOn. Coach Allison, who coached the Golden Bears of California to
~ Undefeated season last year, will direct football during the morning
ours of the week of June 13-17 inclusive. Coach Edmundson will
give work in basketball coaching during the afternoons of the same
week.
L The PhYSical Education program is a superior one. Professor E .
Rko~erts of the University of Southern California is listed for special
01'
III the direction of recreation programs.
The intensive work in public health and physiology which is

W
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being offered should appeal very strongly to all of those actually
engaged in directing physical education programs whether for men
or women.
Miss Margaret Burton, well known Utah teacher of the modern
dance, will teach both elementary and advanced sections in this important art development. Miss Athleen Budge will support the phYSical
education program by teaching courses in ' tap and s'o cial dancing.
Miss Bernice Moss, director of physical education in the State
Department of Education, will be a member of the staff.
LECTURE PROGRAM
The Summer Session takes great pleasure in announcing dt. unusually attractive lecture program for the coming summer Four
special lecturers of exceptional quality two of whom are well knOWn
to Logan audiences, will deliver most of the lectures.
Dr Alexander Meiklejohn, former President of Amherst and
successively head of the Experimental College of Wisconsin and director of social studies in San Francisco, is scheduled for four
lectures bhe first week, beginning Monday June 13. This inspirational
speaker and scholar will discuss and defend the basic philosophic
concepts of true American life.
During the second week beginning June 20, Dr Paul Popenoe of
the Institute of Family Relations in 'Los Angeles, will give six general
lectures and in addition will lead in daily round tables. An eminent
biologist and an authoritative writer, Dr Popenoe will examine t he
elements of modern family life.
Dr Philo Buck, Professor of comparative literature at the University of Wisconsin, will be heard in six general lectures during the t hird
week beginning June 27 A leading scholar Dr Buck is also a very able
s'peaker and his discussions of literature will be extremely popular
and informative.
Dr Edward Davison will return for the fourth consecutive Session
beginning July 11. This established English poet, now professor of
English at Colorado University returns because of popular demand.
No lecturer of recent years has established himself so firmly with
students and others who have heard him in previous Ylears.
Completing the program will be members of the visiting faculty,
several of whom will be scheduled for at least one public 8iPpearance.
In addition, Superintendent C. H. Skidmore of the State Department
of Education, and probably W R. Wallace, one of Utah's great
-citizens, will lecture. Three or four panel discussions on vital subjects
are planned.
MUSIC

Several artists will be presented on the Summer Session music
program. Among them will be Wallace Kotter, young Utah pianist,
who has forged to the front rank in recent years. The Rink String
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rtet is li~ted for a June alPpearance. This group, .c omposed of
Quanted artists, is one of the 'b est giving concert programs in the
tlJl:ntry Fredric Dixon, a pianist of highest quality, will be presented
~Ote in the Session. Arrangements are being completed for two other
a o"'ramB
of comparable quality
pr
..
INTERSESSION
Regularly scheduled Intersession classes will begin on Tuesday,
July 25 and continue for four weeks. Five credits may 'b e earned
during that period. Any regular college course which is not scheduled
for the Intersession will be given in that period if ten students petition for and join the class. Credit in the Intersession: is computed on
the basis of one hour of credit for twelve one-hour lecture periods
(each lecture period requiring two hours of outside preparation on
the part of the students) or twelve thr ee-hour la:boratory periods.
Registration forms will not be accepted after the close of any Intersession period in which the classes are given.
Students who desire to register for credit in research problems or
field studies 'm ust make the ne cessary arrangements with the Registrar's Offi.ce during the Intersession period. Credits allowed and fees
charged for this ty;pe ' of study will depend on the time spent and the
work accomplished.
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATION

By attending the Summer Session of the Utah State Agricultural
College, it is possible to meet any of the requirements for Utah
Certification with the exception of practi·c e teaching, and since the
college is on the Accepted List of the Association of American Universities, credit will be allowed for any subject completed in the Summer Session that forms part of the certification requirements of any
state.
TEACHERS'BUREAU
A teachers' 'b ureau functions in connection with the Summer
SeSSion. All teachers seeking employment may register in this bureau.
Superintendents and others who employ teachers will find it to their
advantage to consult the list of applicants. These lists will be furnished Upon request. Professor C. E. McClellan is in charge of the bureau.
RECREATION
. The location of the College makes the Summer Session a recrea~!e as well as an educational experience. Trips can 'b e made to interes ln~ areas only one or two hours distant. Logan Canyon is just
~ mile away Its cool breezes make the nights comfortable in the
ottest summer weather. The 'Splendid nine hole golf course of the
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Logan Golf and Country Club will be a va ilable to students who pay
t h e reasonable green fees. Student socials are held frequently during
the regular Session'. T ennis courts, the swimming pool, and other facili_
ties for pleasant physical activity are for the u se bf the Summer
Session students. An intramural program will be conducted daily at
12 :00 o'clock on the quadrangle.
KEY TO BUILDINGS

M- Main Building
A-- Mech a nic Arts Building
E - Engineering Building
P - Plant Industry Building
L-Animal Husbandry Building
G- Gymnasium

N-Library Building
F - Forestry Building
W- Widtsoe Hall or Chemistry
Building
H ·-Home Economics and
Commons Building.

Courses of Instruction
School of Agriculture
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND MARKETING
W. P Thomas, Professor
W. U Fuhrima n, Associate Professor
H . H . Cutler Assistant Professor
154. Principlcs of Agricultural Economics. A ' general study of the
economic problems, forces, and institutions affecting agricultural in·
come, production, fin a nce, price, land utilization, tenancy, tariff, etc.,
a nd the inter-reJation of agriculture to other industries. Prerequisite,
Economics 51 or equiva lent. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 8:00.
Ro om M178.
Cutler
104. Economic Development of Agriculture. An economic history of
the development of agriculture; a study of the causes and tendencies
as well as an examination of the facts ' involved. It is a reasoned interpretation of human progress in agriculture. Two and one-half credits.
Daily, 9:00. Room M178.
Cutler
201. Public Problems of Agriculture. An economic analysis of outstanding problems confronting agriculture in Utah, the Western States,
and the country as a whole. Special consideration will be given t o
various policies and , programs w hich are designed to correct the
mal-adjustments existing between agriculture and other industries.
Prerequisite, Economics 51 or equivalent. Two and one-half credits.
M: W. F., 2:00 to 4:00. Room MU8.
Fuhriman and Staff
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Agricultural Finance. A study of the general principles under-

~. t'he extension of credit to agriculture with special emphasis upon
~yt~;utions, uses, needs, costs and problems involved. Prerequisite,
.
51 or equivalent. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 10:00.
EcooOlIllCS
Cutler
RoOm M178.

lOS I

AGRONOMY
R. J

Evans, Professor

1 General Farm Crops. This course given especially to meet the
o'eeds of Smith-Hughes vocational teachers. The course will include
lectures and laboratory exercises. June '1fl to July 22. Three credits.
Daily, 2:00 to 5:00. Room P201.
Evans
103. Forage Crops. Alfalfa, clovers, grasses, and other forage; classification and methods of production, harvesting and storage, meadow
and pasture management, and soiling crops are discussed, special
attention will be given to the ,place of forage crops in soil -c onservation
and erosion control. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 8:00. Room P201.
Evans
Note: Any course in this department listed in the general catalogue will be given if eight students apply.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

W E. Carroll, Professor
Alma Esplin, Assistant Professor
1. General Animal Husbandry This course is planned to give ' (1)
a broad understanding of livestock production and its relation to the
agriculture of the United States and of Utah, (2) The relation of
livestock production to commerce and industry, (3) the important
factors in successful production, and (4) to introduce the study of
farm animals and their products with particular emphasis on those
matters which influence their desirability and suitability for parti;~r purposes. June 27 to July 22. Three credits. 8:00 to 11:00. Room
......111
Esplin
150. Animal Nutrition: A study of the foundation principles that
~~vern. the utilization of the various food nutrients by animals. Oon~ erab?n will be given to the metabolism of proteins, caI'lbohydrates,
at~, mInerals, the functions of vitamins and the requirements of the
various classes of farm animals for these nutrients in maintenance,
!ro~, reproduction, lactation, and work. Prerequisites' An. Hus. 10
1~ eIther Vet. Physiology or Organic Chemistry. Four credits. Daily
.
to 3:00. Room L208.
Carroll
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Problems in Livestock Feeding a nd Nutrit ion: Designed for county
a gricultural a gents and high school agricultural teachers. Will conSist
of an analysis of the fe eding problems that confront the livestock
producers of the s tate, including mineral deficiencies, selenium and
flubrine problems. Discu ss ions, assigned readings, and reports. F irst
three weeks. D a ily 8:00 to 10:00. Ro om L208.
Carrol!
ART

Calvin Fletcher, Professor
H . R. Reynold s, Assistant Professor
Lois Holderbaum, Instructor
51. Drawing for Eleme ntary Grades. Methods of t~aching drawing,
painting, etc. in grade schools. Social, aesthetic and creative n eeds
fully considered. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 7:00. Room M51..
Fletcher
52. Design for Elementary Grades. Methods of teaching design and
color in the grades. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 8:00. Room M51.
Reynolds
23, 123. Interior Decoration. Period styles, selection of furniture,
draperies, rugs, pottery, and all furnishings for the home .. How to
group and assemble these to create a beautiful room. ' Three credits.
Daily, 9:00. Laboratory arranged. Room Hl0l.
Holderbau m
4, 104, 204. Freeha nd Drawing. Models will pose daily at 8:00 to 11:00.
Criticism daily 9:00 to 11:00. Pose, caste, animal, or still-life drawing
may be taken up. Thirty hour·s work for each credit. Room M51.
Fletcher
5, 105, 205. Painting. Painting in oil, water colors, fresco or tempera
are recommended as mediums but other mediums may . oe used if
desiraible. Special facilities for fresco are provided with walls, plaster,
and all necessary material. Fresco criticisms will be daily, except
Thursday at 1:00 to 2:00. Special lan'd scape criticism in the field w ill
be given Thursdays 4 :00 to 7:00 P M. Students may ' w9r,k any t ime
indoors or outdoors doing thirty hours of painting for each credit.
Work brought in m a y be criticized daily 9:00 to 11:00. Room M56.
Fletcher
7, 107, 207 S culpture. Direct stone cutting, modeling in clay, or
plaster work may be taken up. Thirty hours work for ' each credit.
Work any time; Criticism Thursday 1 :00 to 2:00 and daily, ,9:00 to 11:00.
Rooms M55 and M56.
Fletcher
107 lllustration.

Choose any of the following :
Pen ' and ink Technique
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Scientific Illustration
Cartooning
General Illustrating
Costume Illustrating
Thirty hours of work for ea ch cr edit. Room M53.

Fletcher

110.__ S how Card and Sign Writing or Poster Work.

Fietcher

111, 211. Advanced Design. Elect one of the following lines of work,
A. B. C. or D
A. Interior Decora tion
Sketching Design s for Walls and Interiors
Furniture Designing
Wood Ca rving
Picture Fra ming
B . Advanced Costume Desig n
C. Architectural Composition
D. Textile, Wallpaper,. Commercial Design
InstrucUon and criticism daily 9:00 to 11:00. Room M54.
Fletcher

Craft Studio Courses. Students may register for one to eight credits
of work in any of the following courses. Thirty hours must be completed for each credit. Criticism and direction given daily except
Saturday Criticism given daily, 8:00 to 11:00.
13, 113. Art Metalry. Copper and silver-smithing.

Reynolds

14, 118. Leather Work. Tooling, modeling, finishing.

Reynolds

15. Basketry Reed, raffia, or grass basketry
Reynolds
16, 119. Wood Ornamentation. Elect any of the following'
Enameling and Jesso
Gilding
Lacquer
17, 120. Fabric Decoration. Elect any of the following '
Tie and dye plastic embroidery
Batik
Block Printing
Stenciling
Lalmp Shade Decoration

Reynolds

16, 116. Jewelry and Stone Cutting.

Reynolds

BOTANY
B. ·L . .Richards, Professor
1.
R. S. Snell, Assistant Professor
General Botany. A general course dealing with the structure,
~h, nutrition, reproduction, and kinds of ' plants. This course is
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especially adapted to meet the needs of tea chers of biology Particular
emphasis will be given to plants common in Utah and available to
t eachers in the grades and the high schools of the state. Easily operated experiments demonstrating plant behavior will ,b e featured. A.
certain amount of attention will be devoted to field trips and the
collection of plant material for class use. Four credits. Lecture and
labora tory M. T Th. F .1:30 to 5:00. Occasional field trips. Room P 10:!.
Snell
10-110. Natural History Camp at Tony Grove, Logan Canyon. Students
who register for Botany and others, are invited to attend the Field
Course in Natural History that will be given week-ends during the
summer session at the colIege camp in Logan Canyon. This courl'e is
described in detail on pages 11-12 of this Catalogue. One Credit
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
P E. Peterson, Professor
L. Mark Neuberger, Instructor
108. Essentials of Accounting. A course intended to develop accounting technique. A knowledge of principles will be required through the
application of short typical exercises. Meant to serve the minimum
needs of the general student. Lecture and exercises. Two and one-half
credits. Daily, 7:00. Room M302.
Peterson
129. Principles of Investment. A thorough study of the principles t o
be followed in meeting the investment problem of the individual or
the corporation. Types of securities, criteria of judging investment
merill of offered securities. The development of 'a n investment policy
for individuals, banks, investment trusts and insurance companies.
Lectures and assigned cases. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 8:00.
Room M302.
Peterson
160. Principles of Retail Merchandising.
Merchandising will 'b e studied including
,c ontrol. Lectures and assigned cases. Two
9:00. Room M302.
205. Reading and Conference. A course
directed study Two a nd one-half credits.

Basic ,principles of Retail
management methods and
and one-half credits. Daily,
Peterson
providing for individuallY
Hours arranged.
Peterson

SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
86. Typewriting. (First Quarter). For students who have not had any
typewriting. This course i's designed to develop correct te'c hnique in:
Position-Sylla'ble, word and sentence drills.
Stroke-Rhythm, number, and shifting drills.
Mechanical Features-Accele'r ation and concentration driJIS.
Mastery of keyboard-Introduction of "Time" writing.
Finger exercises-Analysis of errors.
Average speed, end of the term, 20 words a minute.
One credit. Daily, 1:00. Room M330.
Neuberger
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Office Appliances. This course is designed to give students a
ledge of the operation of two machines which are widely used
~:e modern business office. The following machines will be studied
In Burroughs Calculating Machine Application of the calculating
chine to various business computations such as addition, multipliUU:ion subtraction, division, accumulation, fixed decimal point work,
~:rce~ta;ges, :chain di's counts, prorating, decimal equivalents, constants,
and inventories.
Burroughs Commercial and Bank Posting Machines. Instruction
and practice in the 3;pplicat~on of the Posting Machine to bookkeeping
methods in commercial bUSiness houses and banks. Two and one-half
creditS. Daily, 9:00. Room M33,0.
Neuberger
179. Methods of T eaching Typewriting. A study of recent develop-'

ments and practices in the teaching of typewriting. The analy's is of
objectives, laws of learning, organizatioli of materials, texts, standards
of achievements, speed and accuracy will be considered. A course for
those preparing to teach typewriting and for those engaged in teaching, who wish to render their teaching more effective. 'Dwo and onehalf credits. Daily, 10:00. Room M330b.
Neuberger
185. Reading and , Conference in Secretarial Science. A course provid-

ing for individually directed study. Two and one-half credits. Hours
arranged.
Neuberger
CHARACTER EDUCATION
VISITING FACULTY
John A. Widtsoe, Professor
Franklin L. West, Professor

~ Character Education. This course will deal with contemporary
~OClal and ethical problems and will outline the basis of moral conduct
o~ the modern world. Particular attention will be given to the matter
control as well as to a survey and analysis of the problems that
pr:ent themselves today First three weeks. June 13 to July 1. 'T wo
~one-half credits. Class meets twice daily at 8:00 and 10:00. Room
.
West

~~ Character Education. A continuation of 190a. This coUrse will
8tUd ven during the three weeks from July 5---July 22. However
Tw ents may register for this course without registering for 190a.
~ and one-half credits. Meets twice daily at 8:00 and 10:00. Room
Widtsoe
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CHEMISTRY
Reuben L. Hill, Professor
Sherwin Maeser, Professor

14. Qualitative Analysis. This course is intended for students who
have not taken cheunistry 5 and who desire a theoretical and practical
background for quantitative analysis. One lecture and five three-hour
laboratory periods per week. Prerequisites, Chemistry 4 or 11. Three
credits. Lecture Tuesday, 8:00. Lab. Daily, 8:00 to 11:00 or 1:00 to 4:00.
Room W204.
Maeser
102-103. Quantitative Analysis. This course corresponds to the regular
course given during the winter and spring quarters. Each one of these
courses will require one lecture and five three-hour laboratory periods
a week. A student registering for both courses would be required to
spend six hours each day at laboratory work and should not register
for additional work except by special permission. Prerequisites,
Chemistry 5 or 15. Three credits, each -course. Lecture M. W 8 :00.
Laboratory daily, 8:00 to 11:00 or 1:00 to 4:00. Room W204.
Maeser
ECONOMICS
W L. Wanlass, Professor
E. B. Murray, Assistant Professor
VISITING FACULTY
Sheldon C. Tanner, Pennsylvania State College
122. Government and Business. Constitutional powers, police powers,
combination and competitive practices, the meaning of control, development of the various types of control, rates and financial returns,
interstate and antitrust laws, the Clayton Act and Federal Trade
Commission Act, regulation of securities and holding companies, labor
laws, social security legislation, fair trade acts, business ethic·s, moral
progress in the business world. Two and one-half credits. Daily 10 :00.
Room. M305.
Tanner
125. Labor Economics. A study of the development, government,
governmental problems, policies and relations of labor organizations.
The cour·s e will include a study of labor legislation, the main divisions
of which relate to the leg,a l minimum wage, woman and child labor,
and the various phases of social insurance, against the hazards of
unemployment, sickness and old age. Prerequisites' Economics 51
and 52 or their equivalent. Two and one-half ·c redits. Daily, 8:00. R oOJll
M357
MurraY
180. Current Econoonic Problems- A survey will be made of several
economic questions of current interest. Subjects to .b e studied will be
chosen according to the wishes of a majority of the students in the
course. Suggested topics will include: Tariffs, business cycles, publiC
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f'nan ce , the general price level, commodity markets transportation
Iroblems, the New Deal , recent monetary leg~slation, agric1}.ltural
Problems; monopolies, wage regulations. Prerequisite Economics 5:J~d 52 or their equivalent. Two a nd one-half credits. Daily, 7:00. Room
!4357
]durray
lliO. Types of Economic Organization. A study of the vari'Ous forms

of econOlllic organizati'On that have been pr'OP'Osed, including some 'Of
the Utopias, ]darxian S'Ocioalism, Collectivism, the Single Tax, Consumers' Cooperatives, Syndicalism, Guild
S'Ocialism,
Communism,
Fascism, and Capitalism. Two and one-half credits. Daily 1:00. Room
~7.
]durray
204. Reading and C'Onference. A course providing for individually
directed study in selected phases of Economics. Two and 'One-half
credits. Hours arranged.
]durray
EDUCA~ION

AND PSYCHOLOGY

E. A. Jacobsen, Dean
C. E. ]dcClellan, Profess'Or
L. R. Humpherys, Pr'Ofess'Or
Arden Frandsen, Pr'Ofess'Or
Edith B'Owen, Assistant Pr'Ofessor'
John C. Carlisle, Assistant Professor
]daxine Heiss, Ass~stant Professor
Leonard H. Kirkpatrick, Assistant Professor
Harry Parker, Superintendent of Construction and
]daintenance
VISIT~G

FACULTY

George C. Kyte, University 'Of California
Jean Betzner, C'Olumbia University
J'Ohn B. ]dcClelland, Ohio State College
Henry Aldous Dixon, Weber College
Howard B.'Gundersen, State Director of Industrial Education
Arthur S. Hurrell, Penn State
Leslie G. Stier, Frank Wiggins Trade School, Los Angeles, Calif.
A. H. Hollenberg, California Polytechnic Institute
.
'Mark Nichols, State Director of Agricultural Education
Bernice ]doss, State Supervisor of Physical Education
Em Eccles Jones, Kindergarten, Qa,l dand, California
EDUCATION

~Onstlration

a:m

School fOr Kindergarten. To be ·c arried on in connecwith theory courses in elementary education. Daily, 8:00 to 11:00.
El01.
Jones & Bowen
l07a
Child
'
.
read .
re~'s Reading. The practical prc;l,l;llems of
learning to
W1U receive consideration. The relatio'u of child devel'Opment and
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the proc ess of learning to read, environmental factors within and
without the school affecting the process and · the school's function, in
these will be studied. One and one-f ourth credits. Daily 1:00. F irst
three weeks. Room M-280.
Betzner
107b. Diagnostic and R emedial Teaching. A study of the application
of diagnostic tests to the technique of learning. The discovery of
individuals' difficulties in learning procedures, t'he application of
specif ic or remedial mea sures to learning difficulties. One and onefourth credits. Daily 1 00. Second three weeks. Room M280.
Carlisle
109.a PhiloSOI)hy of Education in its application to Modern Educational Practice. This course i,s planned for those who wish to study t he
relation of philosophy to the solutions of current educational practice.
One and one-fourth credits. Daily 8'00, First three weeks, Room M280.
Betzner
109b. Modern Educational Practice_ Records of Modern Educational
Practice as well a s the principles applied in th'e Demonstration School
will be e~amined and evaluate.d. One and one-fourth 'c redits. D aily,
8:00. Second three weeks. Room M280.
Bowen
111S. Problems of the Modern High School. Emphasis will 'b e placed,
first, on the aims and functions of the modern high school, second,
on the selection and integration of subject matter for the particular
pupils who are to profit by the school, and third, on principles of
teaching, essential to the development of increasingly intelligent individual and group thought, feeling, and action. (Credit for this course
may satisfy for Education .111 for teachers planning to teach in high
school.) Two and one-half credits. Daily ' 7 :00. Room M279.
Carlisle
141. Organization and Administration of Education. A survey course
designed to acquaint students with the problems of public school
organization and administration. Students will become familiar with .
the plan of organization, the o'b jectives that underly the maintenance
of Utah's public schools on all levels, Utah School Law; public school
revenue a philosophy of publi-c school administration, teacher personnel administration and pupil personnel problems. (Credits in. t hiS
course together with credit in either 139 or 230-S will satisfy the
requirements for the course in Organization and Administration required for 'certification.) One and one-fourth credits. Daily, 10 :00.
Second three weeks. Room M279.
Di){on
129s. Guidance and P ersonnel. A study of the meaning, purpose,
trends and present status in the guidance movement. An analysis of
the various agencies in guidance and personnel work and hOlW' t o
organize them in our secondary school system. One and one-fourth
credits. (Credits in this course, together with credit in 171 will m eet
the certification requirements for the course in Guidance and p ersonnel.) Daily 8:00. First three weeks. Room M279.
Carlisle
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171. Problems. of Pupil P ersonnel. A study of practices dealing with
the school ce nsus, attend a nc e, personnel records, reports to parents,
problemS of failur e, school marks, promotions, and the li'beraliZiation
of school practic es in the interest of greater pupil growth. <Credits
in this course, together with credit in 151 will meet the certification
requirements f~r the. course in Guidance and Personnel.) One and
one-fourth credIts. Dally, 8:00. Second three weeks. Room M279.
Dixon
139. The Curriculum of the Public School. Trends in curriculum
modification resulting from r esear ch and progressive .theories, a.pplications of the conclusions to classroom instruction. One ' and onefourth credits. D a ily 9:00. First three weeks. Room. M280.
Kyte
150. School Library Organization and Administration. A short survey
of techniques of book selection, ordering, accessioning, cataloging,
classifying, refer en ce, and circulation work in high school and in
grade school librariell. While necessarily Introductory, the course will
be desigI}ed with special .reference to conditions in Utah. 'L ibrarians in
service will be given assistance in special projects concerned with
their Libraries. Lecture a rid laboratory daily. Five credits. M. T W.
Th. F., 9:00. Lecture, 1:00 to 4:00 la boratory Library.
Kirkpatrick
170. The Improvement of : :reaching. A course for either beginning
teachers or for those in service intended to help them make tea:ching
more effective through a better understanding of purposes, techniques
for motivation, and the functions of t extbook and' teachers. Specific
examples will be presented in 'various subjects to illustrate the
techniques discussed. One a nd one-fourth ·c redi'ts. Daily, 10:00. Second
three weeks. RoomM280.
McClellan
181. School Finance. A study of the importance of finances in a school
system and the .princ.iples a nd practices involved in the collecting and
t~~ distributing of school revenues, with special reference to the condItions in Uta h. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room M279.
Ja.co'b sen
188a. Materials and Methods in Physical Education for the Elementary Schools: A study of rhythmic and game activities for grades one·
ta six; play days, recess and after school programs ; intramural programs. First three weeks. One credit. Daily, 2:00. Room M279.
Heiss

~. Materials alid Methods in Physical Education for the Elemen-

t"'. Schools. A study of t hythmk a nd game activities for grades one
:raSIX ; play days, recess and after school programs; intramural proms. 'Second three weeks. One credit. Daily, 2:00. Room M279. Moss
:~ ~ading

and Con,f erence. A . course providing for individually
cteu study. T,w o ahd ·o ne-half credits. Hours arranged.
Staff
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211. Modern Trends and PrQblems in EducatiQn. A general survey,
en the graduate level, Qf the field ef educatiQn. A view ef seme Qf
the vital preblems that cQnfrent educatiQn teday, with trends a nd
propesals fQr meeting sueh problems. TwO' a nd Qne-half credits. Daily
2:00. RQom M204.
Jacebsen
2308. SupervisiQn Qf Instruct iQn. Principles and practices Qf supervi,s ien, including the nature and use Qf the variQus supervisQry techniques to' imprQve instructiQn. One and Qne-fQurth credits. Daily, 10 :00.
First three weeks. RQQm M280.
Kyte
241S. SQcial Trends and Curriculum RevisiQn. Critical apprais,a l Qf
significant SQcial and eC'QnQmic issues relating to' the curriculum.
Current revisiQn Qf principles and practices. CQre curricula, fusiQn and
integration ef traditiQnal subjects and new subject fields will be CQnsidered. One and Qne-fQurth credits. Daily, 9:00. SecQnd three we eks.
RQQm M280,
Carlisle
271. Research and Thesis Writing. This CQurse prQvides
grQUp and individual wQrk in the study and preparatiQn
including special cQnferences Qn individual problems. TwO'
half credits. Daily, 7:00. RQom M280.

fQr bQth
of theses,
and QneMcClellan

SchQQI Building CustQdians. A special CQurse fQr schQel building
custQdians will stress such prQblems as sanitatiQn, efficiency in operaUQn ef, plant equipment, resPQnsibility ef custQdians fQr plant equipment, and persennel prQblems. Daily June 13-24.
Parker and Staff
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
112-S. Principles Qf VQcatiQnal EducatiQn. The basic - principles invelved
in the develQpment and operatien Qf ceurses in vQcatiQnal education.
The underlying philoSQphy, the prevailing practices and the recQgnized
standards in vQcatiQnal educatiQn will be emphasized. TwO' and Qnehalf credits. Daily, 7:00. RQQm E203.
Hurrell and Stier
102-S. MethQds in VQcatiQnal Industrial EducatiQn. This ceurse d ealS
with the methQds Qf teaching industrial subjects. Particular emphasiS
will be given to' the special devices that may be used in teaching shoP
Qr related subjects. it will include the cQnference precedure, the use
Qf informing devices, the instructing prQcess and their applicatiQn to
the special subjects. TwO' and Qne-half credits. Daily, 8:00. ReQm E 203.
Hurrell and Stier.
103-S. CQQrdinatiQn in VocatiQnal EducatiQn. The problems and the
functiQns invQlved ill cQQrdinating training under the joint auspices ~f
industry and the 'schQels. CensideratiQn will be given to' the specifiC
means, methQds, techniques and plans ef, e:peratiQn as exemplified in
successful practice. A study will be made Qf problems nQW demanding sQlutien. TwO' and Qne-half credits. Daily, 9:00. RQQm E203.
,Hurrell, Gundersen, Stier, and ethers
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104-S. Principles and Practices in Industrial Arts Education. This
ourse deals with present-day trends and practices in industrial arts
cducation, emphasizes vital cur rent problems with which teachers are
~aced an effort is made to examine and evaluate current trends -a nd
probl;ms in industrial arts, and to set up appropriate methods of
attack for new problems. One and one~half credits. W. Th. Fri. 10:00.
Room E200.
Gundersen
180-8. Methods of Teaching Farm Mechanics. The scope of farm
mechanics, analysis of typical farm mechanics units and skills, teaching helps and field supervision as they apply to Utah agriculture. One
and one-half credits. Daily 1:00 to 3:00. June 13-24. Room E203.
Hollenberg, Humpherys, Nichols
Pa.rt-time and Evening Scbools. A consideration of the fundamental principles, methods of instr uction, supervised practice involved in part-time and evening schools in vocational agriculture. One
and one-half credit's. Daily, 8:00 to 10:00. June 13-24. Room E205.
McClelland, Humpherys, Nichols

282-8.

PSYCHOLOGY
Arden Frandsen, Professor
Educational Psycbology A professional course for prospective
teachers, intended to increase understanding of personality and to
develop greater insight into the conditions under which children learn
effectively. (The course meets State Board certification reqUirement.)
Pre-requisites General Psychology and Elementary Statistics, the
latter of which may 'b e taken parallel with Educational Psychology
Three credits. Daily, 8:00. Room Ml34.
Frandsen
lO2a.

l02b. Statistics Applied to Education and Psychology An introductory
study of the statisti'c al procedures used in handling test scores in
~hOOI situations, and of the concepts which -a re met frequently in the
Iterature of educational -a nd psychological research. (Required of
:~~dents taking Educational Psychology who have not previously
~e_n elementary statistics.) One and one-half credits. Daily, 9:00.
&\oUUIJl M134.
Frandsen

l

:sa.

~ica.l Psychology

A

study of psychometric

devices

for

8~asurlng aptitudes, interests, social traits, and emotional characteri-

e C8 'of both normal and exceptional children. The devices will be
lnvaluated for their specific uses in diagnostic and remedial teaching
r SOCial case work and in educational and vocational guidance. Pre~Uisites' Educational Psychology and Elementary Statistics. Two
one-half credits. Daily, 10:00. Room Ml34.
Frandsen
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ENGLISH AND SPEECH

N Alvin Pedersen, Professor
Wallace J Vickers, Professor
Chester J. Myers, Associate Professor
King Henidricks, Assistant Professor
Ruth Moench Bell, Instructor
VISITING FACULTY

Anne Carroll Moore, New York Public Library
Children's D epartment.
1. College Grammar
9 :00. Room N314.

A double course. Five credits. Daily

7:00 to
Vickers

10, 110. English Composition. The course will emphasize correctness.
vocabulary selection, selection and ol'ganization of material, clearness,
·a nd interest in expository essays. Preference of students considered in
assignment of articles to write. Students with junio-r college standing
register for 10. Advanced students register for 110. Five credits. Daily
7:00 to 9:00. Room N316.
Hendricks
23. Llteratur{· for Chlldren. Introduction to the literature of childhood, old and new The course is adapted to teachers of children,
parents, club leaders and builders of personal or community Ubraries.
Two and one-half credits. Daily 9:00. Room M204.
Pedersen and Moore
107 Argmnentation. A study of logic as it is related to ar.g ument.
Text, a college Ingle, Castell. The Course should prove helpful
in fOllming habits of straight thinking. Two and one-half credits. Daily,
10:00. Room N310.
.
Vickers
149. Comparative Literature. A comparative study of the nineteenth
century in France and Russia. Two and one-half credits. Daily 10:00.
Room N316.
Hendricks
163. Shakespeare; A study of six plays. Macbeth, Henry the Fourth,
King !Lear, Hamlet, Othello, Twelfth Night. Class meets twice daily
Five credits. Daily, 10:00 and 1:00. Room M204.
Pedersen
195. Reading and Conference. A course pr·o viding for individually
directed study. Two and one-half credits. Hours arranged.
Staff
SPEECH

55. Extempore Speech. A cour·s e based on the personal needs of the
student. Diagnosis of individual problems' of delivery and composition.
Specific attention given to outlining and elementary principles of persuasion. Subject matter to be treated in speeches will be based mainly
on the individual interests of the stUdents. Students will build and
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deliver speeches drawn from their academic majors. Two and one-half
credits. Daily 8:00. Room M205.
Myers
185. Story Telling. The story as an educational factor , analysis and
classification of typical stories with reference to each period of the
child's development. Study of sources, adaptation of material, and
actual practice in storlY telling. The work is designed to meet the
needs of student, teacher, librarian, and parent. Two and one-half
credits. Daily 1 :00. Room M359.
Bell
104S. Platform Reading. By mastering significant selections from the
great writers for audiences on important occasions, the student becomes an interpreter of permanent literature. Reading from manuscript and from memory Should be of special interest to those who
are called upon in recitals. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room
M205.
Myers
1108. Program Building and Cutting. A study of types of interpretive matenal suitable for ·present·a tion before various kinds of
audiences. Reading of short stories, plays, and novels, etc., to determine suitability The cutting of literary types and material to suitable
length for public reading. Attention is given to materials suitable for
lecture recitals. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 10:00. Room M205.
Myers
12 or 112. Private Instruction. Advanced specialized work. Special attention is given to the student's deficiencies in speech. Work in the
story drama, novel, poetry, and the various literary forms. Special fee.
Optional. It is recommended that all speech majors have five hours.
Consult instructor before registering. One to four credits. Time arranged.
Staff
183. Problems in Speech.
Especially selected work,
individually
assigned, handled, a nd directed in consultation with the student. Consult the instructor for permission to register Time and credit arranged.
Myers
GEOLOGY
J

Stewart Williams, Professor

4. ~stOrical Geology Twenty four lectures on earth history in~~udlng the development of plants and animals and the geologic
f Ist~ry of man. Each lecture will be followed Ib y a half-hour period
7~OOr Informal discussion and museum study Four credits. T W Th. F.,
. to 8:45. Room M283.
Williams
~h109. ~atural History Camp at Tony Grove, Logan Canyon. Students
Co~ re~ster for geology, and others, are invited to attend the F ield
S~e In Natural History that will be given week-ends during the
is d e~ SeSSion at the college camp in Logan Canyon. This course
escrlbed in detail on pages 11 and 12 of this catalogue. One Credit.
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HISTORY
Joel E. Ricks, Professor
111. Medieval Institutions. This course emphasizes the movements and
institutions of the Middle Ages which are basic in understanding
modern times. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 7:00. Room N312. R icks
127 or 227

Europe in the Nineteenth Century This course stresses
the political, social, and economic movements in Europe and in E uropean Empires from the Conquest of Vienna to the World War Two
and one-half credits. Daily, 8:00. Room N312.
R i,cks
153. United States History From the War of 1812 to the Civil War
with emphasis upon lIise of nationalism and the clash of the sections
leading to the Civil War Two and one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room
Ricks
N312.
HOME ECONOmOS
Christine B. Clayton, Professor
N Alvin Pedersen, Professor
W W Henderson, Professor
Caroline M. Hendricks, Associate Professor
Una Vermillion, Assistant Professor
Agnes Bahlert, Instructor
Lois Holderbaum, Instructor
Frances P Barlow, Instructor
Ruth Moench Bell, Instructor
VISITING FACULTY
Paul Popenoe, Institute of Family Relations, Los, Angeles,
California.
Dorothy Reed Mendenhall, University of Wisconsin
Jean Betzner, Teachers College, Columbia University
Anne Carroll Moore, New York City Public Library
Hazel Gertrude Kinscella, University of Nebraska
CHILD DEVEWPMENT AND PARENTAL EDUCATION
23. Literature for Children. Introduction of the literature of childhood,
old and new The course is adapted to teachers of children, parents,
club leaders and builder s of personal or community libraries. Two and
one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room M204.
Pedersen and Moore'
35. Nutritiona l Growth and Development of Children. A detailed studY'
of the nutrition of the mother and child. Requirements for growth of
the fetus , infant, pre-school child, school child, and adolescent are"
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nsidered, together with the psychology underlying good food habits.

~~ree weeks. July 4 to July 22. One and one-fourth credits. Daily.
8:00. Room H10l.

Mendenhall

60 Child Management. Open to all girls in college wishing to acquire

a 'knowledge of and a degree of skill in the guidance of young children. This course should be helpful to prospective homemakers and to
elementary school teachers. Laboratory in the Nursery School arranged. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 7:00. Room H208.
Barlow
71. Social Problems Of the Family For writeup see page 45. Two and
one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room M353.
Hendricks
102. Music Appreciation. For description of course see page 38. First
three weeks. One and one-fourth credits. Daily, 8:00. Room Ml30.
Kinscella
107a. Children's Reading. For description of course see pages 23-24. First
three weeks. One and one-fourth credits. Daily, 8:00. Room M280.
/
Betzner
111. Heredity and Eugenics. For description of course see page 46. Two
and one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room M277
Henderson
185. Story Telling. For description of course see page 29. Two and

one-half credits. Daily, 1:00. Room M359.

Bell

191. Seminar in Child Development. Round table discussion dealing
with the adolescent child; his care and prcYblems. Adapted to
teachers and parents. One and one-fourth credits. Daily, 2:00. July
4 to July 22. Room MlOl.
Mendenhall
Eugenics and Family Relations. · Dr Popenoe will conduct round table
discussions on various .phases of eugenics and family relations dailyat 2:00, June 20 to June 24, in addition to his xegular lectures on the
same subjects daily at 11:00. Room HI01.
FOODS AND NUTRITION

~r Principles of Nutrition. This course include-s a study of the - rela-

. ~n of food to physical fitness, and the pr-a ctical application -of such

In ormation to the colleg~ student. Open to men and women. TlWo and
one-half credits. Daily 2:00. Room H203.

Clayton

~. t~utritiOnal Growth and Development of Children. A detailed study;
th

e nut:ition of the mother and child. Requirements for growth of

Si~ fetus, mfant, pre-schoo} child, school child, and adolescen-t are con-

T~red, together with the psychology underlying good food habits.
Ito ee weeks. July 4 to July 22. One and one-fourth credits. Daily, 8:00.
Olll lU01.
Mendenhall
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106s. Food Engineering. A
various occasions. Efficient
PrerequIsites Foods 20, or
credits. M. and W 12:00 to

study of foods and menus suitable to
methods of meal preparation and service.
Foods 9 or equivalent. Two -and one-half
2:00, Th. and F 12:00 to 1:00.
Clayton

142s. Dietetics, Includes the calculation and preparation of dietaries
and a survey of the .dietary habits of various countries. Prerequisites.
Organic Chemistry and Nutrition 5. Three Credits. Daily, 8:00. L ab. T
8:00 to 10:00.
Clayton
160. Reading and Conference. A course providing for individually
directed study, in the vadous phases of foods and nutrition. Two and
one-half credits. Daily, 10:00.
Staff
180. Institution Management. This course will consider food problems of institutions, including prepar'a tions and serving of foo ds in
large quantities, menu planning, quality standards and food costs. The
laboratory ,work will be carried on in the College Cafeteria where the
ifood is prepared and served in large quantities. Two and one-half
hours credit. Lecture M. W F., 10:00; laboratory T Th. 10:00 to 1:00.
Vermillion
GENERAL HOME ECONOMICS
23, 123. Interior Decorati{)n. Period styles, selection of furniture,
draperies, rugs, pottery and all furnishings for the home. How to
group and 'a ssemble these to create a beautiful room. Three credits.
Daily, 9:00. Lab. arranged.
Holderbaum
149. Household Management. .consideration of the principles of scientific management of the home, with special attention to standards
of living, family income, and household organiz-ation. Prerequisite:
Foods 20 or Food 9 or equivalent. Two credits, W F 9:00. iLalboratory
M. W 1:00 to 3:00. Room H207.
Bahlert
150. Residence in Home Economics Cottage. Project in household
management affording an opportunity for senior college and graduate
women to live in the practice cottage assuming responstbilities involved in managing a home. Reservation for residence in the house
should ',b e ma;de at any early date through the Home Economics Department. Prerequisite Household Management or concurrent r egiStration equivalent, or consent of instructor Three credits. Time to be
arranged. Home Economics Cottage.
Bahlert
TEXTILES AND CLOTHING
2Os. Textile SelectiOn. Recent developments in the Textile field as it
velates to cost, quality and design for the selection of fabrics for
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personal and household use. Two and one-half credits. Daily 10:00.
Room H208.
Holderbaum
115. Costume Design. Art structure in its application to dress. Studies
of personality and types of people, harmonies in spacing, rhythm,
balance, color theory Designing for various occ-a sions. Outside work
required. Prerequisites. Art to satisfy Instructor Two and one-half
credits. Daily 2:00 to 3:00. Room H214.
Holder,b aum
190. Reading and Conference. A course -p roviding for individually
directed study, in the various phases of Textiles and Clothing. Two
and one-half credits. Hours arranged.
Holderbaum
MATHEMATICS
V H. Tingey, Associate Professor
Marion T. Bird, Instructor
Don Kirkham, Instructor
34. Introduction to College Algebra. For students who have had but
one year of high school algebra and wish to pursue furthe'r some
mathematical work. Students presenting more than a unit of high
school a lgebra will not be given credit for Mathematics 34. Five credits.
Daily 8:00 and 9:00. Room W163.
Kirkham
50. Descriptive Astronomy. An elementary course, non-mathematical,
and given to acquaint the student with the relation of the earth to
the sola r and sidereal universes. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 7:00.
Room M203.
Bird
75. Statistical Methods. An introduction to the mathematical theory
of . statistics. Its application to various scientific investigations is
~ol;llted out. Prerequisite, college algebra or its equivalent. Five credits.
ally 8:00 and 9:0Q. Room M203.
Bird
MECHANIC ARTS AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
George D. Clyde, Professor
L . R. Humpherys, -Professor
Aaron Newey Associate Professor
A. H. Powell, Associate Professor
S. R. Stock, Associate Professor
Dan R. Swenson, Assistant Professor
S. R. Eg-b ert, Assistant Professor
Joseph Coulam, Instructor
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VISITING FACULTY
H. B. Gundersen, State Director of Industrial Education
A. H. Hurrell, Pennsylva nia State College
L. G. Stier, Frank \Viggins Trade School, Los Angeles, California
Bessie A. McClenahan, Professor of Social Work, University of
Southern California.
Vee Winwood, Salt Lake City Schools
Asael Fisher, Provo High School
G. W Seegmiller, D elta Hig h School
Bryant Higgs, Field Servi·ce Expert, Linde Air Products Co.
Royal E. Morgan, Welding Engineer

A.E. 11. Forging and Bench MetaL This course is a study and practice
of the fundamental operations of forging and bench metal work. It
will include shaping, bending, twisting, and welding at the forge; and
drilling, tool grinding, threading, filing, chipping, bending, and twisting at the ibench. Considera tion will be given to the 'p roblem of teaching metal work in the junior and senior high school. Three credits.
Daily, 9:00 to 12:00. June 27 to July 22. Shop.
Egbert
AE 105, Farm Machinery Repair and Adjustment. A study of the
operating princi.ples of farm machines, the adjustments and repairs
with special emphasis on the set up and application of the farm repair
shop, the shop equipment and skills involved. Three credits. June 27 to
July 22. Daily, 1:00 to 5:00. Room A100.
Powell
MA 54B. Machine Shop Practice. A course in bench metal work, dr illpress work, and elementary lathe work; consisting of tool grinding,
filing, laying out, drilling, thread work, and lathe turning. Consideration will be given to materials, tools, and equipment suited to school
shop work. Three credits. Daily 2:00 to 5:00. June 27 to July 22. ShoP·
Course will be given only if eight or more register for it.
Staff
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
104-8. Principles and Practices in Industrial Arts EducatiOn. ThiS
course deals with present-day trends and practices in industrial arts
education; emphasizes vital current problems with which teachers are
faced; an effort is made to examine and evaluate current trends and
pro'b lems in industrial arts, and to set up ap,propriate methods of attack for new problems. One and one-half credits. W Th. F 10 :00.
Six weeks. Room E203.
Gunderson
105,8. Ornamental Iron. A course for industrial arts teachers in
junior and senior high schools; practical school projects and methodS
of teaching the subject will be emphasized. A course of study showi~g
methods of teaching and projects in ornamental iron ap.plicable In
the industrial arts courses in the high school will be worked out. First
three weeks, two sections daily Time and credit to be arranged. ShoP'
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(Note: Whether the course is continued or repeated during the last
three weeks .of summer school depends upon the desires of the group.)
Fisher
106-8. Art Copperwork. A course for industrial arts teachers; emphasizes up-to-date school shop projects and approved methods of
teaching. A course of study showing methods of teaching and projects
in copperwork applicable in the industrial arts courses in the high
schools will be worked out. Three weeks, two sections, daily Time
and credit to be arranged. Shop. (Note: Whether the course is continued or repeated during the last three weeks of summer school depends upon the desires of the group.)
Fisher
107-8. Art Leatherwork. For teachers of industrial arts, club leaders
and home crafters. A consideration of materials and tools used and
their costs. Methods employed in flat modeling, embossing, carving,
cutting, and staining; simple projects such as card cases, billfolds,
coin purses, h <Lndbags, belts, hunting knife cases. and camera cases
will be made. Methods of teaching art leatherwork in the industrial
arts courses 'in the high schools will be stressed. One and one-half
credits. 1st Section Daily 8:00 to 10:00, first three weeks; 2nd Section.
M.W.F., 2:00 to 5:00, first three weeks. Shop.
(Note: Whether the course is continued or repeated the last three
weeks of summer school depends upon the desires of the group.)
Seegmiller

l08-S. Jewelry For teachers of industrial arts, club-leaders and home
crafters. A consideration of materials and tools used and their cost.
A course of study showing methods of teaching and projects applicable in the industrial arts courses in the high schools, will be worked
out. One credit. T Th., 2:00 to 5:00, first three weeks. Shop.
(Note: Whether the <course is continued or repeated the last three,
weeks of summer school depends upon the desires of the group.)
Seegmiller
l09-S. Arts 'a nd Crafts. Work with reed, raffia, gesso,paper, linOleum,
:ood,. clay bookbinding and upholstering. Specially adapted for in~strlal arts teachers, club leaders and home crafters. One and onef credits. M.W.F., 2:00 to 5:00. Shop.
Note : Whether the course is continued or repea,ted the last three
W (ek
e s of summer school depends upon the desires of the gr,oup.)
Seegmiller
~ 105. Estimating and Methom. of Building Construction-Etemenarts and Advanced. Open to vocational trade teachers and industrial
Two teac~ers. Special attention to both 'b eginning and advanced work.
credits. Daily 2:00 to 5:00, first three weeks. Room E203.
Winward
~;06. Sh~p Drawing and Design. For industrial arts and vocational
and lIldustrial related subjects teachers, covering lb oth subject
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matter and methods tyopes of work will be covered to meet the n eeds
of any industrial arts course and any related subject. It is intended
that the drawing course of study to be given in the respective indus_
trial arts classes in the hig!:). s,c hools, will be worked out in this course.
Bring your drawing instruments. The course is designed to cover the
six weeks period. Those who desire to enter the last three weeks may
make special arrangements to do so. One and 'o ne-half credits. D aily
11:00 to 1:00. M.A. Drawing Room.
'
First three weeks-Winward
Second three weeks-Coulam
MA 122. Acetylene Welding. A study of the application of fl ame
welding in garage practice and agricultural implement repaix:, m aterials, equipment, ,processes and limitations. With practice on simple
welding problems. Three credits. June 27 to July 22. Daily 9:00 to
12:00. Room A100. Laboratory fee of $10:00 charged for this course.
powell and H iggs
MA 122A. Electric Welding. Setting up, maintenance and operation of
arc welding equipment. The different types of machine, the kind of
rods, and the methods used in welding various metals. Practical ex,i lerience in welding the common metals so that industrial arts and
vocational trade teachers can handle welding jobs in their shops. Arrangements maybe made so that those who desire trade training
may spend sufficient time to develop the necessary skill to qualify
as a comileterit welder A fee of $10:00 will be charged to cover cost
of rod, electricity, etc., for a 50 hour course. Time and credit to be
arranged. Shop.
Powell and Morgan
MA 123. Practical Electricity This course will include a consideration
of the fundamental principles of electricity and their application in
the construction of such projects as 'b ell circuits, electx:o magnets,
heating elements, motors, electrical soldering irons, transformers, and
other common electrical devices. Tbree credits. Daily, 1:00 to 4:00.
June 27 to July 22. Shop. Course to be given only if eight or m ore
register for it.
Stock
MA 16lE. Fundamental Tool PrOcesses and Farm Woodwork. Study of
the use and care of woodworking tools with empbasis on filing, sbarp'
ening, and 'adjusting, together with the use of such tools and t heir
application to joinery and farm woodwork. Three credits. June 27 to
July 22. Daily, 9:00 to 12:00. Shop. Course to be given only if eight
or more register f or it.
Staff
MA 170. Woods and Wood Finishing. This course calls attention to the
value ,a nd usefulness of our native woods, the purposes for which
different varieties, are best suited, and how they may often take the
place of e~pensive, imported woods. A study is made of methods of
cutting and seasoning and of preparation for finishing and practice
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I

given in finishing a variety of samples of native woods. The aps. ation of primers, fillers, paints, oil stains spirit-stains and water
P:ns and methods used in French polishing will receive careful ats tio~. Three credits. Daily, 1:00 to 4:00. June 27 to July 22. Shop.
~urse to be given only if eight or more register for it.
Staff
(The following courses listed meet the State Certification requirements for teaching in the respective fields in which teachers, coordinators or directors may be engaged,)
VOCATIONAL TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
112-S. Principles of Vocational Education. The basic princtples involved in the development and operation of courses in vocational education. The underlying philosophy the prevailing practices and the
recognized standards in vocational education will be emphasi;:;ed. Two
and one-half credits. Daily, 7:00. Room E203.
Hurrell and Stier
102-S. Methods in Vocational Industrial Education. This course deals
with methods of teaching industrial subjects. Particular emphasis will
be given to the special devices- that may be used in teaching shop or
related subjects. It will include the c'o nference procedures, the use of
informing devices, the instructing process and their application of the
special subjects. Two and one-half credits. Daily, '8 :00. Room E203.
Hurrell and Stier
103-S. Coordination in Vocational Education. The prOiblems and the
functions involved in coordinating training under the joint auspices
of industry and the schools. Consideration will be given to the specific
means, methods, techniques and plans of operation as exemplified in
successful practice. A study will be made of problems now demanding solution. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room E203.
Hurrell, Gundersen, Stier and others
S. W 273. Principles of Social Case Work. An introductory course
dealing with the 'principles and methods of modern family case work.
Class discussion based largely upon an analysis of a series of family
case records. Investigation, diagnosis, and treatment of economic,
medical, and conduct problems. This course is required of vocational
Part time general continuation coordinators. Two and one-half credits.
Dally, 8:00. Room M206.
McClenahan
S. W 277 SOCial Treatment of Children's Behavior Problems. (Case
WO~k and the Schools). Analysis, investigation, and treatment of the
P:Od lems of children from the social-psychological point oIf view A
u Y of cases, a review of the theories of 'c auses and treatment, and
c.J1~ntance with specialized agencies handling such problems. For
club lwelfare workers, probation and school attendance officers, and
conti ead~rs. This course is required of vocational part time general
lI:2oe.nUabon coordinators. Two credits. M. T W Th., 10:00. Room
McClenahan
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MODERN LANGUAGES
George A. Meyer, Professor
1a. First-Year French. Regular beginner's course. Grammar reading,
'p ronunciation, and dictation. Five credits. Two hours. Daily 9 :00 a nd
1:00. Room M361.
M eyer
French 104. Practical Phonetics. A course in the sounds of the French
language. Designed to give teachers of French an opportunity to
improve their own pronunciation. Study of the proper use . of t he
organs of speech, dictation, exercise, and practical suggestions r egarding the teaching of the sounds of French to American students.
Attention given to speech problems of the individual. Two and onehalf credits. Daily 10:00. Room M126.
M eyer.
MUSIC

Walter Welti, Associate ·Professor
N W 'o odruff Christiansen, Associate Professor
VISITING FACULTY
Hazel Gertrude Kinscella, University of Nebraska
100. Reading and Conference. .A course designed to consider the prQblems of teachers in school music methods, conducting, history, a ppreciation, choral organization and vocal development. Individual
conferences. No regular classes. Special reading assignments will be
made in these conferences. First three weeks. One credit. Room
W30.
W elti
102. Music Appreciation. Methods of teaching appreciation in the
lower grades through listening lessons, rhythms, rhythmic responses
and the rhythm band. This course should be followed ·b y Music 180.
First three weeks. One and one-fourth credits. Daily 10:00. Room M130.
KJnsceli a
103. Music Appreciation. Methods of teaching appreciation in the up!per gra.des and high school. This course should be followed by Music
181. First three weeks. One and one-fourth credits. Daily, 9:00. R oo!ll
M130.
Kinscella,
104. Bach, His Music and His Forerunners. An appreciation course in
the early music upon which our modern music is built. First t hree
weeks. OI).e and one-fourth credits. Daily, 8:00. Room Ml30.
KinsceUs
155. Private Voice Instruction. Available the first three weeks only,
Appointments .and fees to be arranged with the . teacher Two lesSO!l~
a week. One credit.
W elt!
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61 - 161. IJ,a.rmony A class to include those who have !had no previous
work in harmony as well as those who have taken an elementary
course. Attention will be given to individual needs. Two and one-half
credits. Daily, 2:00. Room M133.
Christiansen
lSO. opera Appreciation. A study of operatic literature through record'ings available in the Carnegie Music LIbrary. This course should 'be

preceeded by Music 102. Second three weeks. One
credits. Daily, 10:00. Room M130.

and

one-fourth
Christiansen

181. Symphony Appreciation. A study of the development of sympho-nic music. The musi·c al literature of the Carnegie set will be used
in this course. This course should be preceeded by Music 103. Second
three weeks. One and one-fourth credits. Daily, 9:00. Room M130.
Christiansen
For credit in other private work consult Professor N . W Christiansen.

PHYSICAL EDPCATION
Joseph R. Jenson, Professor
Katharine C. Carlisle, Professor
Maxine Heiss, Assistant Professor
Kenneth Vanderhoff, Instructor
Hyrum Hunsaker, Instructor
VISITING FACULTY
Bernice Moss, State Supervisor, Physical Education
Eugent L. Roberts. University of Southern California
Edna Bailey, University of California
Margaret Burton, Salt Lake City
Athleen Budge, Ogden City Schools
18. Elementary Swimming. Men. One credit. Daily, 3:00. Pool.
Vanderhoff
Ill!. Elementary CreatIve Dancing. Women. One credit. Daily, 8:00.
Women's Gym.
Burton

53. Elementary Swimming. Women. One credit. Daily, 1:00. Pool, Staff
~7

~2.

~

Badminton. Men and women. One credit Daily, 10:00. Men's Gym.
Hunsaker
Archery. Men and women. One credit. Daily, 1:00. Men's gym.
Hunsaker
TelULia. Men and women. One credit. Daily, 3:00. Men's gym.
Jenson
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73. Golf. Men and women. One credit. Daily, 5:00 p. m . Men's gym.
Vanderhoff
114. Administration of School Health Program. A general set-up of
health teaching in high school. Consideration of content of Utah
State course of study Two and one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. R oom
Bailey-Moss
H212.
136. Tumbling and Pyramid Building. This course involves all the
elementary forms of tumbling and will take enough advanced material
to en8ible the student to teach in hilg h school. Open to men and women.
One credit. Daily, 9:00. Men's Gym.
Hunsaker
186. Heavy Apparatus. A study of methods of teaching gymnastics
such as parallel bars, horse, horizontal bar and rings. One credit.
Daily, 3:00. Men's Gym.
Bell
141. Problems in Oreative Dancing. Women. Two credits. Daily, 8:00
to 10:00. Women's gym.
B urton
155. Red Cross Life Saving. Men and women. A study of all material
necessary to pass the senior test. One credit. Daily 4:00.
Pool
Vanderhoff
163. Recreative Games. Men and women. A class in the study and
practice of leisure time activities. Clock golf, badminton, shuffle board,
croquet, archery, volley ball, table tennis, will be presented. One credit.
Daily, 2:00. Men's Gym.
Jenson and Hunsaker
17:1. Tap Dancing. Men and women. One credit. Daily, 9:00. Men's
Gym.
H eiss
173. Social Dancing. A study of fox trot, waltz and tango; fundamental steps and routines. One credit. Daily, 1:00. Men's Gym.
H eiss
179. Social Recreation. This course will deal with the princtples and
technique of leadership in recreation activities for the home, school
and community methods of promoting, organizing, and directing social
games, social mixers, community outings, hikes, picnics, p arties,
community singing, clubs, recreational dramatics, etc. June 20 to
July 1. One credit. Daily 7:30 to 9:30. p.m. Men's Gyim.
Roberts
188-A. Materials and Methods in Physical Education for the Elementary Schools. A study of rhythmic game activities for grades one to
six; play days, recess and after school programs; intramural prograJIl s.
First three weeks. One credit. Daily, 2:00. Room M279.
HeiSS
188-B. Materials and Methods in Physical Education for the Elem en '
tary Schools. .A study of rhythmic and game activities for grades one
to six; play days, recess and after school progr8iffiS, intramural pro'
grams. Second three weeks. One credit. Daily, 2:00. Room M279. MoSS
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Reading and Conference. A course providing for

:~cted study Two and one-half credits. Hours arranged.
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individually
Staff

282

Corrective Physical Education. A study of body structure and
in relation to physical, mental and social health and ef~cienCY It will include normal and abnormal skeletal alignment and
I owth and development factors to which the remedial aspects of
~ysical education are applicable. Special emphasis will be placed
upon group and school class procedure in the administration of
individual exercise for the correction of various disorders and structural defects of students. June ZO--July 1. One credit. Daily, 8:00.
Room G27
Roberts
~hanics

284. Administration of Health and Physical Education. A study of
administrative procedures in the conduct of a high school physical
education curriculum. Two and one-half crjldits. Daily, 10:00. Room
G27
Jenson
285. Administration of Intramural Programs. A study of the best
intramural systems of America. A practical set-up of ali intramural
program for high schools and colleges. Two credits. Daily, 7:00. Men's
Gym.
Hunsaker
293. Applied principles and Technics in Physical Education Activities.
A course dealing with the application of modern educational principles and techniques to class instruction in the various activities included in Junior and Senior high school physical education curricula.
Activities will ,b e selected according to the needs and desires of class
members. Selections will be made froon individual sports, team gaJInes,
defense activities, rhythmics and gymnastics. June 2O--Juiy 1. One
credit. Daily, 7 :00. Room G27
Roberts
Intramurals and Recreation Activities including Badminton, Tennis,
Soft?all, Swimming and Archery, will be conducted for all Summer
SessIOn stUdents daily at 12:00 by the Physical Education Department.
. !he swimming ,pool will be open for those who do not wish to
JOIn a regular class. Men 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. Women . 2:00 to 3 :00 p.rn.
COACIDNG SCHOOL, JUNE 13-17
E. L . Romney, Director of Athletics
VISITING FACULTY

t·. :.. Edmundson,
Allison, Head Football Coach, University of California
Basketball Coach, University of Washington
120. MethOds
sideration of of Coaching fOr Men. A theoretical and practical contraining and coaching men's athleti;c teaJIns.
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120B. Basketball Coaching. June 13 to
2:00 to 4:30 p. m.
120E. Football oOaching. June 13 to 17, inclusive. One credit.
7:30 to 11:00 a. m.
PHYSIOLOGY, PUBLIC HEALTH AND HYGIENE
E. G. Carter, Professor
C. L. Anderson, Associate Professor
VISITING FAOlJLTY
Edna Bailey, University of California
J. L. Jones, Utah State Health Commissioner
Bernice Moss, State Supervisor, Physical
W. W. Bigelow, Utah State Board of Health
D. D. Carr, Utah State Board of Health
R. C. Dalgleish, Utah State Board of Health
D. C. Houston, Utah State Board of Health
E. M. Jeppson, Utah State Board of Health
W. M. McKay, Utah State Board of Health
Mary McQuillen, Utah State Board of Health
Ruth M. Mumford, Utah State Board of Health
Eva W. Ramsey, Utah State Board of Health
Hazel Stevens, Utah State Board of Health
L. M. Thatcher, Utah State Board of Health
E. H. Bramhall, Utah State Board of Health

114: ; Administration of the School Health Program. Essentials
sound modern program; personnel, time and equipment nece!lsarYi.
cooperative techniques for nurse, physician, teacher and
tor; working with parents and pupils; relationships with '
and dental professipns .a nd .. with other community agencies.
one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room H212.
Bailey
116. Readings in Physiology and Hygiene. A study of current
ological literature, including hygiene, with oral and written rel001,...
Two and one-half credits. Hours to be arranged.
120. Methods and Materials in Health Education. Educational
flroaches to health teaching; relation to other curricular <I"t.i v'iue:ot.
adaptation of subject matter and method to local
ful literature available; visual aids; field and laboratory
Two 'a nd one-half credits. Daily, 10:00. Room H212.
Bailey and
180-280. Advanced Hygiene and Public Health. This
the most recent advances and developments in the
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and publi c health. The lectures will be delivered by twelve different
individuals, a ll specialists in their respective fields. Students registering for graduate credit will be required to submit a special report.
Five credits. Daily, 7:30--9:00. Room R101.
Jones, Houston, Jeppson, Stevens, Dalgleish, Bigelow,
McKay, Carr, Bramhal~, McQuillen, Thatcher, Ramsey
Menta l Hygiene. This course deals with the Ib asic factors in
mental health conservation in its various aspects. The development
and measurement of personality with special reference to individual
and guidance problems are duly considered. Personality deviations are
considered in order that the normal may be more fully understood
and appreciated. Two and one-ha lf credits. Daily, 2:00. Room IDOl.
Anderson
245.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

F. D. Daines, Professor
M. R. Merrill, Associa te Professor
VISITING FACULTY

Sheldon C. Tanner, P ennsylvania State College
111. Principles of Business Law. The nature and sources of the law,
Judicial powers of the state and federal governments, general legal
lD~t~tutions governing business activity, lega l rights and obligations
a~lsIDg out of common business transactions, fundamental principles
o the law of contracts, sales, bailments, COIIliIllon carriers, agency,
~artnerships, corporations, negotiable instruments, real estate and
ankruptcy. 'Dwo a nd one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room M305.
Tanner
122-222. Govern ment and Business. Constitutional !powers, police
~owers, combin1ation a nd competitive practices, the meaning of control,
r:;e opm.ent of the various types of control, rates and financial
Turns, IDterstate and a nti-trust laws, the Clayton A:ct and Federal
I:~e Commission Act, regulation of securities and holding companies,
Ino orllaws, social security legislation, fair trade acts, business ethics,
co~\ ~rogress in the business world. Graduate credit allowed on
Da'IP ebon of additional work. Two and one-half credits. Room! MOO5.
1 y, 10:00.
Tanner

~~d

Current . Political Problems. A course designed for Senior and
Req ~ate students ' majoring in Political Science and related subjects.
cred~lred of those graduating in Political Science. Two and one-half
1 s, Daily;, 8:00. Room M204.
Merrill
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SOCIOWGY
Joseph A. Geddes, Professor
Arden Frandsen, Professor
Caroline M . H endricks, Associate Professor
C. L. Anderson, Associa te Professor
VISITING FACULTY
Bessie A. McClenahan, Professor of Social \Vork, School If
Social Work, University of Southern Oalifornia.

In cooperation with the Director of Industria l Education of
State Department of Public Instruction, the Socia l Work Di
offers unusual opportunities during the Summer S ession of 1938
training in coordination work. Courses offered in the field of indu
education are elsewhere designated. Those offered in p ersonnel
adjustment work are provided through the cOOJperation of the dep
ments of Education. Psychology, Public Health a nd Sociology. (
State Certificate required for trade and industrial coordina
School 'Principals who are responsible for the adjustment of beha
problems and judges of juvenile courts as well as probation wor
social workers and school coordinators for whom the courses
primarily offered will find the work suited to their needs.
Beginning with the Summer Session of 1938 training for s
work at Utah State becomes graduate. Senior students may be
mitted to graduate courses 'by permission of the instructor. Co
carrying graduate credit are designated 200 or over.
SOCIAL WORK
S. W. 273. Principles of Social Case Work. An introductory c
dealing with the principles and methods of modern faJIllily case
Class discussion based largely upon an analysis of a series of f
case records. Investigation, diagnosis, and treatment of eoono
medical, and conduct problems. This course is required of vocati
'Part time general 'c ontinuation coordinators. Two and one-half cr
Daily, 8:00. Room M206.
McClen
S. W. 277. ISocial Treatment of Children's Behavior Problems. (
Work and; the Schools). Analysis, investigation, and treatment of
problems of children from the social--psychological point of vie\'V:
study of cases, a review of the theories of causes and treatment,
acquaintance with specialized agenCies handling such problems.
'c hild welfare workers, probation and school part time general
tinuation coordinators. Two credits. M . T. W. Th., 10 :00. Room
McClen
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203a. Clinical P sychOlogy. A study of psychometric devices for
measuring aptitudes, interests, social traits, and emotional characteristics of both normal and exceptional individuals. The devices will be
evaluated for their specific uses in dia gnostic and remedial teaching,
in social case work, and in educational and vocational guidance.
Prerequisites : Generial Psychology and Elementary Statistics. Two
and one-ha lf credits. Daily, 10:00. Room M134.
Frandsen
S. W . 245. Men tal Hygiene. This course deals fundamentally with
the conservation of mental health in its various aspects. The development and measurement of persona lity with special reference to
individual and guida nce problems are duly considered. Personality
abnormalities a nd a berra tions ar:e considered in order that the normal
may be more fully apprecrated and understood. Two and one-haM
credits. Daily, 2:00. Room H101.
Anderson
SOCIOLOGY

Soc. 71. Social Problems of the Family. In this course the relations of
the family ,w ith outside groups, agencies, and institutions are stressed.
Attention is also paid to the inter-relation between ' the different
members of the family. Hom'e life is treated as a changing, developing, basic orga nization which should be in constant reciprocal relation
with outside agencies. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 9:00.
Hendricks
Soc. 156. Personality and Leadership. The growth of the personality is
:el~t~d in this course to the interactive process through which the
IDdlVIdual finds nutriment in his relations with the family, the school,
~he . ~hurch and various other groups. Leadership emerges as the
lndlVIdual comes to interpret and to represent the groups. Two credits.
M . T. W. Th., 7:00.
McClenahan
Soc. 170. Juvenile Delinquency. A study of juveni!e offenders. The
~aus~s of delinquency are considered , with the purpos'e of arriving at
~ntelhgent remedies. Various methods of home, social, and institutional
~atme'.lt are st~died; parental cooperation, pers,onal supervision
o ehd with probabon and parole, institutional treatment ,e tc. Two and
ne- alf credits. Daily, 10:00.
Hendricks
PHYSICS

L eon B . Linford, Professor
L. ,H. Linford, Instructor
3b. IntrOd to
and M
uc. ry P~ysics. A bri~f survey of the fields, of Ele~tricity
given sagnebs m , Light, ' and Sound. A continuation of Physics Sa
COUrse ~mmer 1937. Physics 3b may be taken without having taken
Two and one-half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room W101.
L. H. Linford
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119. Electronic, Atomic, and Nuclear Physics. A study
discharge, photoelectric and thermionic effects, atomic
spectra, and atomic nuclei and their transmutations. Special
tention will be given recent work and theories in these subjects.
'c ourse is designed primarily for High School Science teachers.
requiSite, Physics ZO, 21, 22. Three credits. Daily, 10:00 and one
arranged. Room W101.
L. H .
ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY
W . W. Henderson, Professor
J. Sedley Stanford, Assistant Professor
D. M. Hammond, Instructor
1. Principles of Biology. A survey of the basic principles of
which form the foundation of all manifestations of lirfe. In this
the great biological generalizations are emphasized in order to
about a greater understanding and ap'preciation of life. The
tion of biology to human problems such as education, race
me nt, and disease is especially emphasized. This is not a
technical Zoology, 'b ut a thorough consideration of the basic
which govern life and the application of these to mankind.
one-half credits. Daily, 8:00. Room M227.
10-110. Natural History Camp at Tony Grove, Logan canyon.
who register for Zoology, and Entomology, and others, are
attend the field Course in Natural History that will be
ends during the summer session at the college camp in Logan
This course IS described in detail on pages 11-12 of this catalogue.
credit.
102. Systematic Entomology. The structure of insects
sufficiently to enabl~ the student to use keys employed
tion. Each stUdent must collect, mount, and properly
representative collection of insects found in the vicinity of
Two and one-half credits. 'Graduate credit may be allowed
course. Ttme to be arranged.
111. Heredity and Eugenics. A brief study of the laws and
which govern heredity' as shown by experimental breeding
and some of the more important human applications.
half credits. Daily, 9:00. Room M277.
123. Zoogeography. The distribution and adaptations as
identification and habits of animals will be studied with
attention to those species found locally on field trips in
fields, deserts and mountains. Cache county and northern
a wealth of birds, mammals, fishes, insects and other animal
profitable field study supplemented ,b y class room, laboratory
museum studies. Two and one-half credits. Lectures M. W. F.,
Field trips or laboratory M. W. 2:00 to 5:00. Room M230.
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130. Human Biology. This course is offered for those students who
desire to investigate the relationships of man and the lower animals.
Man's reaction to climate, activity and food also will be stressed.
Two and one-ha lf credits. L ectures, Daily, 7:00. Room M227.
Stanford
131. Organic Evolution. A critical study of the facts· of evolution as

obtained from a careful study of comparative anatomy, em'bryology,
geographical distribution, blood tests and other fields upon which the
doctrine of evolution is lb ased. Factors causing evolution will be
considered and discussions will be undertaken on other bodies of
related thought. Prerequisite, some thorough course in 'biolqgy.
Graduate credit is allowed. Two and one-half credits. ' Daily, 10:00.
Room M227.
Henderson
201. ZoolOgical R esearch. The student who wishes to engage in some

line of original research and is qualified to do so may elect and study
some topic from eugenics, ecology, morphology or some other branch
of zoology. Open to undergraduate students only by special arrangement with the department. Thesis required. Credit and hours to be
arranged.
Staff
210. Entomological Research. Students may select or will be assigned
certain problems dealing with different phases of entomology. The
amount of credit will depend on the nature of the pro,b lems and the
time spent. Thesis. Open to undergraduates only by special permission.
Prerequisites, Entomology 13 ,14, and 102. Hours to 'be 'a rranged.
,
Staff

~ugeniCS a~d Family Relations., puring th!l l;!ummer 'Sessi'o n Dr. Paui

.Openoe WIll be in attendance one week from June 20 to 24. He IWill
give one lecture each day at -ll:QO ',and one ~ound table discussion
~hti day at 2:00 on Important Eugenic Considerations and FamilY!
lecta ons. All Zoology , students are urged to 'be ' present at these,
ures and round tSible discussions.

INTERSIUSSION CLASSES-JULY 25 to AUGUST 19
EDUCATION

21. Teacbin P
With
sel
g r?OOdures . The work of the class will be concerned
other ected tOPl~S from current research, educational yeaI'lbooks, and
and s repo~ts dealmg with critical problems of teaching in elementary
Room e;~~ ary schools. Two and one-half credits. Daily. 8:00 to 9:30.
..:u;.9.
Carlisle
217. Problems' S
devoted t
m . econdary Education. The work of the class will be
znittee p °bl?- r?VleW of selected research reports and national cornu lcabons dealing with the more pressing problems of

~8
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secondary education. Two and one-half credits. Daily, 10:00
Room M2'79.
283S. Farm Mecha.nics Course of Study. An analysis of farm
objectives, teaching units, farm skills, farm shop
out, time distribution by units and organization
course of study in terms of Utah agriculture.
8:00 to 10:00. Room M280.
ENGLISH
141. Introduction to Greek Literature. This course provides an
'p ortunity to become acquainted with both Greek epics and the
dramas. The reading is done in translation. Five credits.
ranged. Class meets three hours daily f.or four weeks. Room
GEOLOGY
114. Field Methods. Field work on mapping of the Logan

can be given to a limited number of advanced students
registration subject to a.pproval by the instructor. Five
JUSTORY
134 or 234. United States History. History of the West. This
will deal with the frontiers, the Old West, the rise of the New
and special emphasis will be given to the Trans-Mississippi West.
credits. Daily, 8:00 to .10:00, 11:00 to 12:00. Room N312.

PHYSICS
20, 21, or 22. Mechanics and Molecular Physics: Electricity and
netism; or Heat, Light, and Sound. Provided there is
mand, the one of the above three courses desired by the most
will be given. The a:bove three courses make up the course
of science majors and engineers. There will be 36 lectures
laboratory exercises. Five credits. Daily, 8:00. Room WI0l.
LeQn B.

